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	What We Do
	

ActiveScore is the world’s leading system for certifying Active Travel.




	


Certification



We assess, certify and enhance Active Travel facilities and services in real estate.




	


Portfolios



Assessing property portfolios streamlines the certification process.




	


Consultancy



Upgrading your amenities? Speak to us first.







	ActiveScore AP
	


Our AP Program



Our program is designed for ambitious, future-focused professionals who care about improving the built environment.



ActiveScore APs are equipped to advise clients, colleagues and partners on the latest trends, benchmarks and regulations in Active Travel.
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What We Do



ActiveScore is the world’s leading system for assessing and certifying Active Travel provision in buildings.



	

	


Certification



ActiveScore assess, certify and enhance active travel facilities and services in buildings around the world.




	


Consultancy



If you’re considering upgrading the active travel amenities in your building, speak to us first.




	


Case Studies



Take a look at some of the projects we've worked on.



	


Listings



Our ActiveScore Certified buildings all in one place.



	

	


Portfolios



Assessing property portfolios streamlines the certification process.



	


AP Program



Our AP program is for anyone who wants to become an Active Travel expert.



	


Partnerships



See who we are working with.



	


Awards



The ActiveScore awards highlight the stand-out achievements of individual projects, organisations, and APs.
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The global standard for Active Travel
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ActiveScore ratings attract and retain tenants
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ActiveScore certification boosts ESG
















We’re on a mission to get people moving.

We do this by helping buildings create the infrastructure and services
 that support and inspire Active Travel.











 

82%
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82% of commuters surveyed reported being less stressed after riding to work




 

1.3
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On average active commuters take 1.3 fewer sick days per year than non-active commuters




 

30%
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Adults participating in daily physical activity have a 30% lower risk of depression.












Annual Report [image: ]

“I'm delighted to present to you our outstanding performance throughout the year 2023. We are immensely proud of the milestones we've achieved.”

James Nash, Co-Founder



 Read More



Bicycle Usage in Latin America [image: ]

The Power of Two Wheels: Bicycles in Latin America. Research was carried out on the 322 largest cities in Latin America.
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 Read More











Certification

We assess, certify and enhance Active Travel facilities and services in real estate.
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Portfolios

Assessing property portfolios streamlines the certification process.
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 Consultancy

Upgrading your Active Travel amenities? Speak to us first.
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More than 450 projects in 15 countries are ActiveScore certified

See Listings
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ActiveScore is not just for new buildings

Upgrading existing facilities is cost-effective and can be done with minimal
disruption. We have advised hundreds of clients on the most efficient and effective approaches for
creating world-class amenities. If you're considering enhancing your building speak
to us first.











Benefits of ActiveScore for Existing
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Benefits of ActiveScore for Existing Buildings



	Helps existing buildings remain relevant and competitive within
the market.
	Our assessment criteria covers more than just infrastructure, this
means it can be feasible to improve tenant experience with
minimal budget and scope of works.
	ActiveScore certification can help boost your organisation’s ESG.
	Well-designed Active Travel facilities can retain tenants.
	Buildings with green certifications are able to charge higher rent.
	Green certifications give the opportunity to access sustainability-
linked loans, reduced interest rates, and public funding.

























Benefits of ActiveScore for Proposed Building
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Benefits of ActiveScore for Proposed Buildings



	Our guidance will ensure you are delivering a market-leading
Active Travel offering.
	Application of ActiveScore recommendations can help buildings
earn credits for other green certifications such as WELL, BREEAM,
LEED, and GRESB.
	Our assessment criteria are tailored to reflect - and exceed - local
planning regulations and infrastructure requirements.
	ActiveScore certification can help boost your organisation’s ESG.
	Well-designed Active Travel facilities can attract tenants.
	Buildings with green certifications are able to charge higher rent.
	Green certifications give the opportunity to access sustainability-
linked loans, reduced interest rates, and public funding.
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The ActiveScore System

Our methodology measures three aspects of Active Travel 















Infrastructure

What physical facilities does your building have? These include bike racks, clothing lockers, showers and way-finding. Can tenants access the facilities freely and easily?













Tenant Engagement Services

What Active Travel services are available for the people in your building? This includes bike servicing, laundry services and Active Travel user groups.













Future-Proofing

Does your building have a strategy for Ative Travel expansion? Can your tenants be confident that their building is as future-proof as possible?
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Certify a Building
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Q1 2023 Review

ActiveScore
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ActiveScore aligns with WELL

ActiveScore Newsletter
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ActiveScore is recognised by GRESB as a green building certification

ActiveScore Newsletter
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US First Adopters

ActiveScore Newsletter
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The soft mobility Revolution

Knight Frank
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ActiveScore Netherlands White Paper

A mobility transition past the front door; the case for Active Travel
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ActiveScore in 2022

ActiveScore
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Portfolio assessment with Lendlease Australia

ActiveScore Newsletter
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People Hate the Idea of Car-Free Cities—Until They Live in One

wired.co.uk
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Tyre dust: the ‘stealth pollutant’ that’s becoming a huge threat to ocean life

The Guardian
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Is Active Travel key to the future of our cities?

ESG Real Estate Lab
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Portfolio assessment with Lendlease Australia

ActiveScore Newsletter
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A mobility transition past the front door; the case for Active Travel

Contribution to the Colloquium Transport Planning Research
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ActiveScore Innovation Awards 2022

ActiveScore Newsletter
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ActiveScore Certification

UK Green Building Council
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ActiveScore AP Program

ActiveScore Newsletter
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ActiveScore certification: Understanding the global need for Active Travel

ActiveScore Article
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ActiveScore certification

SWECO
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London cycling up by 25% since pre-Covid

Evening Standard
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Cycling is 10x More Important Than Electric Cars For Reaching Net Zero

Streets Blog USA
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Mode shift: Political leadership is vital when transforming transport

The Dominion Post
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Deloitte eMobility study puts eBikes out ahead in EV race

Cycling Industry News
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The E-Bike Effect Is Transforming New York City

Bloomberg




















Get certified
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